The MSCI Index API (Application Programming Interface) gives you greater control and supports operational efficiency for the integration of MSCI Index data into your investment process.

**Key benefits**

- **Control**: Define what data to download and when
- **Efficiency**: Outsource data calculations to MSCI (e.g., constituent weights)
- **Flexibility**: Uncouple your internal processes from changes to MSCI data files
- **Confidence**: Know you have the most up-to-date version of our data
- **Breadth**: Access the full scope of licensed MSCI Index data

**Extensive data for 400,000+ indexes**
- End of day indexes
- Real-time indexes
- Index level attributes
- Index constituents
- Security characteristics
- Corporate Events
- FX rates

**Flexibility across multiple dimensions**
- **Views**: Select between "open of market" and "close of market" index views
- **Scope**: Specify downloads for an individual index or for all indexes
- **Period**: Download only today's data or data over a specified historical time period

**Simplified data processing**
- Leverage automation through system-to-system downloads
- Speed time-to-market through immediate access to newly launched indexes
- Helps reduce operational risk by downloading pre-processed data from MSCI
Combine MSCI content in powerful ways

**Index performance API**
Index levels, performance, and other key attributes

**FX API**
FX rate information

**Index master API**
Information describing MSCI Index characteristics

**Real-time index API**
Real-time index level data

**Index constituent API**
Constituents across the universe of MSCI Indexes

**Authentication API**
Authenticates users

**Corporate Events API**
Advanced Corporate Events data related to MSCI Indexes

**Intraday event details API**
Information and impact of intraday events

**Security master API**
Security level data points

**Intraday event notification API**
Notifications for Corporate Events

**Entitlement API**
Provides client entitlement information across MSCI Indexes

**Production completion notification API**
Notifications for MSCI production cycle completion

---

**About MSCI**

MSCI is a leading provider of critical decision support tools and services for the global investment community. With over 45 years of expertise in research, data and technology, we power better investment decisions by enabling clients to understand and analyze key drivers of risk and return and confidently build more effective portfolios. We create industry-leading research-enhanced solutions that clients use to gain insight into and improve transparency across the investment process.

To learn more, please visit www.msci.com.
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